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SOLITEC CLEANVEYOR
The Cleanveyor uses low friction side plates instead of rollers forming a variable angle trough, sealing belt edges to prevent 
spillage and achieving a more efficient operation.

The result is a far cleaner environment with significantly reduced operating costs. That’s not all: Cleanveyor’s unique design 
gives lower power consumption for increased throughput or energy savings.

RETRO-FIT OR NEW
Cleanveyor can be installed as original equipment or 
used to enhance existing systems without major capital 
investment. Available in three models - anti-spill, anti-dust 
and fully enclosed - conversion to Cleanveyor is easily 
accomplished, existing drums, drive units and belts are 
used where appropriate.

Adjustable angle side plates and closely spaced rollers 
allow Cleanveyor to accommodate a wide range of 
materials without belt sag or wander.

Minimal vibration compared to conventional systems 
means that Cleanveyor will operate successfully on 
much steeper inclines, eliminating complicated belt 
configurations. Applications such as foodstuffs, abrasive 
and high or low temperature materials determine the 
specification of the unique low friction side plates.

A PROVEN TRACK RECORD
Cleanveyor has established an excellent reputation 
with a wide variety of users including some the world’s 
largest companies. Installations are successfully carrying 
products such as coal, foundry sand, limestone, cement, 
cullet, sugar, tobacco and milk products.

Many thousands of tonnes of material have been carried 
safely, cleanly and without costly waste by Cleanveyor. 
It’s a proven system, with proven benefits that will make 
your solids handling profitable through years of reliable 
operation.

CLEANVEYOR MODELS

Anti-spill

Anti-dust

Fully enclosed

WHY CLEANVEYOR?
Product waste, extensive cleaning and down-time are all 
costly problems with conventional conveyors. The Solitec 
Cleanveyor System eliminates spillage and improves 
reliability for all belt conveying applications.


